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this four volume collection reprints key debates about exactly what it means to be
literate and how literacy can best be taught rather than centering on the emotional
reaction of mass media debates this set focuses on research findings into processes and
pedagogy the themes covered include literacy its nature and its teaching reading
processes and teaching writing processes and teaching and new literacies the impact of
technologies the southampton brokage books are the best source for english inland trade
before modern times internal trade always matched overseas trade between 1430 and 1540
the brokage series records all departures through southamptonÕs bargate the owner
carter commodity quantity destination and date and many deliveries too twelve such
years make up the database that illuminates southamptonÕs trade with its extensive
region at the time when the city was at its most important as the principal point of
access to england for the exotic spices and dyestuffs imported by the genoese if
southamptonÕs international traffic was particularly important the townÕs commerce was
representative also of the commonplace trade that occurred throughout england seventeen
papers investigate southamptonÕs interaction with salisbury london winchester and many
other places long term trends and short term fluctuations the rise and decline of the
italian trade the dominance of salisbury and emergence of jack of newbury the recycling
of wealth and metals from the dissolved monasteries all feature here underpinning the
book are 32 computer generated maps and numerous tables charts and graphs with guidance
provided as to how best to exploit and extend this remarkable resource an accompanying
web mounted database overlandtrade org enables the changing commerce to be mapped and
visualised through maps and trade to be tracked week by week and over a century
together the book and database provide a unique resource for southampton its trading
partners traders and carters freight traffic and the genealogies of the middling sort
this book seeks to explore the changing nature of english society through a case study
of countryside and town in southern england during the period from c 1380 to c 1520 it
explores the influence of landscape and population on the agriculture of wiltshire the
regional patterns of arable and pastoral farming and the growing contrast between the
large scale mixed farming of the chalklands and the family farms of the claylands it
examines the changing situation of the rural tenant population as it reacted to the
greater opportunities available in the land market during this period wiltshire became
one of the great cloth producing counties of england as reflected in its rising taxable
wealth such economic expansion generated jobs both within the industry and beyond
stimulating the market for food services and manufactured goods salisbury was one of
the greatest cities in the kingdom and below this was a hierarchy of interesting lesser
towns but such growth generated its own problems more and more people became dependent
on the cloth trade and particularly on exporting cloth if exports fell as during the
mid fifteenth century crisis they suffered as scholars are increasingly aware the later
middle ages was a period of considerable change and this study contributes to debates
about the nature of both change and continuity at a national level it will also be of
value to local historians interested in one of the most important periods in wiltshire
s history blackwell s cuban studies has been published annually by the university of
pittsburgh press since 1985 founded in 1970 it is the preeminent journal for scholarly
work on cuba each volume includes articles in both english and spanish a large book
review section and an exhaustive compilation of recent works in the field archival
basics for historic record collections is an introduction to the concepts policies
infrastructure and tasks needed to collect preserve and make archival collections
available to researchers the book is based on content presented in workshops by the
council of state archivists and presented in an on line course by the american
association of state and local history since 2003 arp focuses on the discreet tasks
necessary to manage archival collections this is a practical how to book on managing
archival collections designed for those who have responsibility for such collections
but lack formal archival training the book begins by defining historic records archival
collections and the differences between archives libraries and museums while
identifying the steps needed to manage archival collections it then looks at collecting
archival items including creating a collections policy documenting the acquisition of
archival items and the steps needed to bring those items into an archives it discusses
arranging preserving and describing archival collections so researchers can find the
information they seek next it goes over what is needed to store protect and make
archival collections available to researchers the last chapters contemplates the
policies skills and infrastructure needed to successfully manage digital records and
looks at creating digital copies of analog records to promote their use the book
provides templates questionnaires and examples to enable the reader to create
customized archival policies and procedures that accommodate the particular
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circumstances they find themselves in the book also contains exercises and quizzes
designed to reinforce the retention and understanding of critical concepts in addition
to examples it has lists of additional resources so those who want more detailed
information on particular topics can find it this book is not the only reference book
needed by those doing archival work but it should be the first book they need the
middle ages was a critical and formative time for western approaches to our natural
surroundings an environmental history of the middle ages is a unique and unprecedented
cultural survey of attitudes towards the environment during this period exploring the
entire medieval period from 500 to 1500 and ranging across the whole of europe from
england and spain to the baltic and eastern europe john aberth focuses his study on
three key areas the natural elements of air water and earth the forest and wild and
domestic animals through this multi faceted lens an environmental history of the middle
ages sheds fascinating new light on the medieval environmental mindset it will be
essential reading for students scholars and all those interested in the middle ages
containing entries for more than 45 000 english scottish welsh irish cornish and
immigrant surnames the oxford dictionary of family names in britain and ireland is the
ultimate reference work on family names of the uk the dictionary includes every surname
that currently has more than 100 bearers each entry contains lists of variant spellings
of the name an explanation of its origins including the etymology lists of early
bearers showing evidence for formation and continuity from the date of formation down
to the 19th century geographical distribution and where relevant genealogical and
bibliographical notes making this a fully comprehensive work on family names this
authoritative guide also includes an introductory essay explaining the historical
background formation and typology of surnames and a guide to surnames research and
family history research additional material also includes a list of published and
unpublished lists of surnames from the middle ages to the present day the systematic
management of records is an important activity for information businesses such as
museums and galleries but is not always recognized as a core function record keeping
activities are often concentrated on small groups of records and staff charged with
managing them may have limited experience in the field records management for museums
and galleries offers a comprehensive overview of records management work within the
heritage sector and draws on over a decade of experience in applying fundamental
principles and practices to the specific circumstances of museums it introduces readers
to the institutional culture functions and records common to museums and examines the
legislative and regulatory environments affecting record keeping practices the book is
comprised of eight chapters including a history of records keeping in the uk museum and
gallery sector the basics of records management making a business case for records
management requirements of legislation for records management how to conduct a records
survey strategy and action planning how to develop a file plan retention schedule and
records management programme and a guide to useful additional resources gives practical
and tested solutions to real world issues fills a gap in the literature as a handbook
in this important sector provides an overview of the sector as a whole for most windows
vista users media center is unknown territory unleashing microsoft windows vista media
center shows both newbies and experienced media center users how to use media center to
experience music photos videos movies tv shows and games in a whole new way windows
vista media center takes full advantage of the latest multimedia features widescreen
displays hdtv and media center extenders mark edward soper shows you how to use these
and other new and improved features to make the most of your windows vista multimedia
experience you won t find a single book that devotes this much attention to media
center unlock your pc s hidden multimedia talents and turn your office living room and
whole home into a multimedia paradise that will leave your friends drooling unleashing
microsoft windows vista media center is your indispensable guide to vista media center
here s a sample of what you ll find inside complete coverage of every feature of
windows vista media center learn how to import video photos and music to enhance your
entertainment experience discover better tv viewing and recording with new support for
hdtv signals share the fun of windows vista media center with media center extenders
create customized cds and dvds of your favorite videos tv shows audios and photos
feature checklists help you design the perfect media center pc or upgrade your pc for
media center use your media center pc with microsoft windows home server troubleshoot
common problems with media center tips and tricks to help you get the most out of media
center introduction 1 part i getting started with windows vista media center chapter 1
introducing windows vista media center 9 chapter 2 equipping your pc for media center
19 chapter 3 setting up windows media center 53 part ii enjoying media with windows
media center chapter 4 viewing and recording live tv 85 chapter 5 watching and
recording movies 137 chapter 6 importing and playing audio 165 chapter 7 importing and
viewing photos 189 part iii beyond the basics of windows media center chapter 8
enjoying sports with windows media center 223 chapter 9 playing games and enjoying
online resources 251 chapter 10 creating cds and dvds 289 part iv adding windows vista
media center to your home network chapter 11 adding and using media center extenders
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315 chapter 12 connecting with windows home server and other pcs 337 part v enhancing
windows vista media center chapter 13 using windows media player with windows media
center 375 chapter 14 creating photo and video content for media center 393 chapter 15
extending media center with third party apps 435 chapter 16 troubleshooting media
center 469 part vi appendices appendix a using windows anytime upgrade to get wmc
features and more 499 appendix b moving from windows xp media center editions to
windows vista media center 503 index 509 when black women were brought from africa to
the new world as slave laborers their value was determined by their ability to work as
well as their potential to bear children who by law would become the enslaved property
of the mother s master in laboring women reproduction and gender in new world slavery
jennifer l morgan examines for the first time how african women s labor in both senses
became intertwined in the english colonies beginning with the ideological foundations
of racial slavery in early modern europe laboring women traverses the atlantic
exploring the social and cultural lives of women in west africa slaveowners
expectations for reproductive labor and women s lives as workers and mothers under
colonial slavery challenging conventional wisdom morgan reveals how expectations
regarding gender and reproduction were central to racial ideologies the organization of
slave labor and the nature of slave community and resistance taking into consideration
the heritage of africans prior to enslavement and the cultural logic of values and
practices recreated under the duress of slavery she examines how women s gender
identity was defined by their shared experiences as agricultural laborers and mothers
and shows how given these distinctions their situation differed considerably from that
of enslaved men telling her story through the arc of african women s actual lives from
west africa to the experience of the middle passage to life on the plantations she
offers a thoughtful look at the ways women s reproductive experience shaped their roles
in communities and helped them resist some of the more egregious effects of slave life
presenting a highly original theoretically grounded view of reproduction and labor as
the twin pillars of female exploitation in slavery laboring women is a distinctive
contribution to the literature of slavery and the history of women the twentieth
century saw two world wars and many other conflicts characterised by technological
change and severity of casualties medicine has adapted quickly to deal with such
challenges and new medical innovations in the military field have had advantages in
civil medicine there has thus been interplay between war and medicine that has not only
been confined to the armed forces and military medicine but which has impacted on
health and medicine for us all these themes will be examined from the boer war to the
dawn of a new century and a war against terror the experiences of individuals as
doctors nurses and patients are highlighted with personal sometimes graphic first hand
accounts bringing home the realities of medical treatment in wartime fascinating
documentation of one of the most important film societies in american history in his
latest handbook on the records of the major christian religions stuart raymond focuses
on the church of england he identifies the available sources comments on their
strengths and weaknesses and explains how to make the best use of them the history of
the church of england is covered from the reformation in the mid sixteenth century
until the present day anyone who has a family connection with the church of england or
a special interest in the local history of the church will find his book to be a mine
of practical information and an essential aid for their research a sequence of short
accessible chapters gives an insight into the relevant records and demonstrates how
much fascinating genealogical information can be gleaned from them after providing a
brief history of the church of england and a description of its organization stuart
raymond explores the wide range of records that researchers can consult among them are
parish registers bishops transcripts marriage licenses churchwardens accounts vestry
minutes church magazines tithe records and the records of the ecclesiastical courts and
anglican charities and missions a wealth of research material is available and this
book is the perfect introduction to it this book analyses the process of reshaping
liberated societies in post 1945 europe post war societies tried to solve three main
questions immediately after the dark times of occupation who could be considered a
patriot and a valuable member of the respective national community how could relations
between men and women be re established how could the respective society strengthen
national cohesion violence in rather different forms appeared to be a powerful tool for
such a complex reshaping of societies the chapters are based on present primary
research about specific cases and consider the different political mental and cultural
developments in various nation states between 1944 and 1948 examples from italy france
norway denmark greece ukraine lithuania belarus czechoslovakia and hungary demonstrate
a new comparative and fascinating picture of post war europe this perspective overcomes
the notorious east west dividing line without covering the manifold differences between
individual european countries this book reassesses the relationship between edward i
and his earls and the role of english nobility in thirteenth century governance warfare
in the modern era has often been described in terms of national armies fighting
national wars this volume challenges the view by examining transnational aspects of
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military mobilization from the eighteenth century to the present truly global in scope
it offers an alternative way of reading the military history of the last 250 years in
the years following world war ii many multi national energy firms bolstered by outdated
u s federal laws turned their attention to the abundant resources buried beneath native
american reservations by the 1970s however a coalition of native americans in the
northern plains had successfully blocked the efforts of powerful energy corporations to
develop coal reserves on sovereign indian land this challenge to corporate and federal
authorities initiated by the crow and northern cheyenne nations changed the laws of the
land to expand native american sovereignty while simultaneously reshaping native
identities and indian country itself james allison makes an important contribution to
ethnic environmental and energy studies with this unique exploration of the influence
of america s indigenous peoples on energy policy and development allison s fascinating
history documents how certain federally supported often environmentally damaging energy
projects were perceived by american indians as potentially disruptive to indigenous
lifeways these perceived threats sparked a pan tribal resistance movement that
ultimately increased native american autonomy over reservation lands and enabled an
unprecedented boom in tribal entrepreneurship at the same time the author demonstrates
how this movement generated great controversy within native american communities
inspiring intense debates over culturally authentic forms of indigenous governance and
the proper management of tribal lands despite the recent renaissance in studies of the
reign of richard iii most historians have remained focussed on conventional themes this
is the first book to examine how corporations contributed to integrating racial
minorities into the american workplace in the latter half of the twentieth century in
the space of about thirty years from 1964 to 1994 american corporations abandoned
racially exclusionary employment policies and embraced some form of affirmative action
to diversify their workforces it was an extraordinary transformation which most
historians attribute to civil rights activists federal legislation and labor unions
this is the first book to examine the role of corporations in that transformation
whereas others emphasize corporate obstruction this book argues that there were
corporate executives and managers who promoted fair employment and equal employment
opportunity long before the federal government required it and who thereby helped
prepare the corporate world for racial integration the book examines the pioneering
corporations that experimented with integration in the 1940s and 1950s as well as
corporate responses to the civil rights movement and urban crisis in the 1960s and
1970s and the widespread adoption of affirmative action in the 1980s and 1990s arms
control remains a major international issue as the twentieth century closes but it is
hardly a new concern the effort to limit military power has enjoyed recurring support
since shortly after world war i when the united states britain and japan sought naval
arms control as a means to insure stability in the far east contain naval expenditure
and prevent another world cataclysm richard fanning examines the efforts of american
british and japanese leaders political military and social to reach agreement on naval
limitation between 1922 and the mid 1930s with focus on the years 1927 30 when
political leaders statesmen naval officers and various civilian pressure groups were
especially active in considering naval limits the civilian and even some military
actors believed the great war had been an aberration and that international stability
would reign in the near future but the coming of the great depression brought a
dramatic drop in concern for disarmament this study based on a wide variety of
unpublished sources compares the cultural underpinnings of the disarmament movement in
the three countries especially the effects of public opinion through examination of the
many peace groups that played an important role in the disarmament process the decision
to strive for arms control he finds usually resulted from peace group pressure and
political expediency for anyone interested in naval history this book illuminates the
beginnings of the arms limitation effort and the growth of the peace movement first
published in 1998 this valuable reference work offers concise expert answers to
questions on all aspects of life and culture in medieval england including art
architecture law literature kings women music commerce technology warfare and religion
this wide ranging text encompasses english social cultural and political life from the
anglo saxon invasions in the fifth century to the turn of the sixteenth century as well
as its ties to the celtic world of wales scotland and ireland the french and anglo
norman world of the continent and the viking and scandinavian world of the north sea a
range of topics are discussed from sedulius to skelton from wulfstan of york to
reginald pecock from pictish art to gothic sculpture and from the vikings to the black
death a subject and name index makes it easy to locate information and bibliographies
direct users to essential primary and secondary sources as well as key scholarship with
more than 700 entries by over 300 international scholars this work provides a detailed
portrait of the english middle ages and will be of great value to students and scholars
studying medieval history in england and europe as well as non specialist readers can
one individual influence the course of history in the example of churchill and the
middle east during post world war i the answer is an irrefutable yes winston s
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churchill first as secretary for war and air and then as colonial secretary both
formulated and enacted the british imperial mandate policy for iraq and palestine
thereby laying the groundwork for issues that are still relevant today including
conflicts in israel internal political upheavals in iraq the complicated historical
intricacies of the postwar period combined with a variety of personal and political
confrontations are at the core of churchill s decisions and finally his parliamentary
successes while most books on churchill attempt to cover the course of his political
and personal career this volume exclusively focuses on the middle east during the
formative years of 1919 1922 and explores the foundations of some of the middle east s
most problematic issues today this book challenges the notion that economic crises are
modern phenomena through its exploration of the tumultuous credit crunch of the later
middle ages it illustrates clearly how influences such as the black death inter
european warfare climate change and a bullion famine occasioned severe and prolonged
economic decline across fifteenth century england early chapters discuss trends in
lending and borrowing and the use of credit to fund domestic trade through detailed
analysis of the statute staple and rich primary sources the author then adopts a broad
based geographic lens to examine provincial credit before focusing on london s
development as the commercial powerhouse in late medieval business academics and
students of modern economic change and historic financial revolutions alike will see
that the years from 1353 to 1532 encompassed immense upheaval and change reminiscent of
modern recessions the author carefully guides the reader to see that these shifts are
the precursors of economic change in the early modern period laying the foundations for
the financial world as we know it today the two volumes of englishes around the world
present high quality original research papers written in honour of manfred görlach
founder and editor of the journal english world wide and the book series varieties of
english around the world the papers thematically focus on the field that manfred
görlach has helped to build and shape volume 1 contains articles on general topics and
studies of what might be termed old englishes varieties of english that have been
rooted in their respective regions for a long time and have been traditional focal
points of scholarly study the first section contains eight general and comparative
papers dealing with terminological matters or definitions of core concepts historical
issues structural comparisons across a wide range of varieties the second one has nine
papers on dialects of english as used in the british isles covering england scotland
ulster and ireland and finally there are four contributions on north american varieties
of english including southern english african american vernacular english newfoundland
vernacular english and american english in a historical perspective the thematic scope
comprises the levels of lexis phonology morphology syntax pragmatics and orthography as
well as sociohistorical issues the question of the evolution and transmission of
dialects various sources of evidence including literary dialect the two volumes of
englishes around the world present high quality original research papers written in
honour of manfred görlach founder and editor of the journal english world wide and the
book series varieties of english around the world the papers thematically focus on the
field that manfred görlach has helped to build and shape volume 1 contains articles on
general topics and studies of what might be termed old englishes varieties of english
that have been rooted in their respective regions for a long time and have been
traditional focal points of scholarly study the first section contains eight general
and comparative papers dealing with terminological matters or definitions of core
concepts historical issues structural comparisons across a wide range of varieties the
second one has nine papers on dialects of english as used in the british isles covering
england scotland ulster and ireland and finally there are four contributions on north
american varieties of english including southern english african american vernacular
english newfoundland vernacular english and american english in a historical
perspective the thematic scope comprises the levels of lexis phonology morphology
syntax pragmatics and orthography as well as sociohistorical issues the question of the
evolution and transmission of dialects various sources of evidence including literary
dialect the identification of recorded information with continuing value that documents
corporate and cultural memory is one of the archivist s primary tasks and he she
accomplishes this mission in part through the process of appraisal but does traditional
archival appraisal based on the concepts of primary and evidential values effectively
serve the needs of institutional archivists and records managers in an age of scarcity
and the challenge of electronic records can archivists and records managers continue to
rely upon a methodology essentially unchanged since the early 1950s using functional
analysis in archival appraisal a practical and effective alternative to traditional
appraisal methodologies shows how archivists in other countries are already using
functional analysis which offers a better more effective and imminently more practical
alternative to traditional appraisal methodologies that rely upon an analysis of the
records themselves from this book information professionals will learn what functional
analysis is and how it is already used around the world its useful application for a
variety of record types and media including print non textual electronic and born
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digital records how functional analysis provides an alternative to a hierarchical
arrangement scheme based upon record groups sub groups and series that mimics the
structure of an institution or organization a recommended process for the practical and
effective implementation of functional analysis now republished with minor corrections
this volume provides the first comprehensive collection of charters letters and other
documents issued by native rulers of wales from the early twelfth century to the
edwardian conquest of 1282 3 that extinguished independent rule examines the native
american experience during the american revolution deer have been central to human
cultures throughout time and space whether as staples to hunter gatherers icons of
empire or the focus of sport their social and economic importance has seen some species
transported across continents transforming landscape as they went with the
establishment of menageries and park the fortunes of other species have been less
auspicious some becoming extirpated or being in threat of extinction due to pressures
of over hunting and or human instigated environmental change in spite of their diverse
deep rooted and long standing relations with human societies no multi disciplinary
volume of research on cervids has until now been produced this volume draws together
research on deer from wide ranging disciplines and in so doing substantially advances
our broader understanding of human deer relationships in the past and the present
themes include species dispersal exploitation patterns symbolic significance material
culture and art effects on the landscape and management the temporal span of research
ranges from the pleistocene to the modern day and covers europe north america and asia
papers derived from international conferences held at the university of lincoln and in
paris



Record Series 1894 this four volume collection reprints key debates about exactly what
it means to be literate and how literacy can best be taught rather than centering on
the emotional reaction of mass media debates this set focuses on research findings into
processes and pedagogy the themes covered include literacy its nature and its teaching
reading processes and teaching writing processes and teaching and new literacies the
impact of technologies
Literacy 2004 the southampton brokage books are the best source for english inland
trade before modern times internal trade always matched overseas trade between 1430 and
1540 the brokage series records all departures through southamptonÕs bargate the owner
carter commodity quantity destination and date and many deliveries too twelve such
years make up the database that illuminates southamptonÕs trade with its extensive
region at the time when the city was at its most important as the principal point of
access to england for the exotic spices and dyestuffs imported by the genoese if
southamptonÕs international traffic was particularly important the townÕs commerce was
representative also of the commonplace trade that occurred throughout england seventeen
papers investigate southamptonÕs interaction with salisbury london winchester and many
other places long term trends and short term fluctuations the rise and decline of the
italian trade the dominance of salisbury and emergence of jack of newbury the recycling
of wealth and metals from the dissolved monasteries all feature here underpinning the
book are 32 computer generated maps and numerous tables charts and graphs with guidance
provided as to how best to exploit and extend this remarkable resource an accompanying
web mounted database overlandtrade org enables the changing commerce to be mapped and
visualised through maps and trade to be tracked week by week and over a century
together the book and database provide a unique resource for southampton its trading
partners traders and carters freight traffic and the genealogies of the middling sort
English Inland Trade 2015-07-31 this book seeks to explore the changing nature of
english society through a case study of countryside and town in southern england during
the period from c 1380 to c 1520 it explores the influence of landscape and population
on the agriculture of wiltshire the regional patterns of arable and pastoral farming
and the growing contrast between the large scale mixed farming of the chalklands and
the family farms of the claylands it examines the changing situation of the rural
tenant population as it reacted to the greater opportunities available in the land
market during this period wiltshire became one of the great cloth producing counties of
england as reflected in its rising taxable wealth such economic expansion generated
jobs both within the industry and beyond stimulating the market for food services and
manufactured goods salisbury was one of the greatest cities in the kingdom and below
this was a hierarchy of interesting lesser towns but such growth generated its own
problems more and more people became dependent on the cloth trade and particularly on
exporting cloth if exports fell as during the mid fifteenth century crisis they
suffered as scholars are increasingly aware the later middle ages was a period of
considerable change and this study contributes to debates about the nature of both
change and continuity at a national level it will also be of value to local historians
interested in one of the most important periods in wiltshire s history blackwell s
A Prospering Society 2011 cuban studies has been published annually by the university
of pittsburgh press since 1985 founded in 1970 it is the preeminent journal for
scholarly work on cuba each volume includes articles in both english and spanish a
large book review section and an exhaustive compilation of recent works in the field
Cuban Studies 35 2005-02-01 archival basics for historic record collections is an
introduction to the concepts policies infrastructure and tasks needed to collect
preserve and make archival collections available to researchers the book is based on
content presented in workshops by the council of state archivists and presented in an
on line course by the american association of state and local history since 2003 arp
focuses on the discreet tasks necessary to manage archival collections this is a
practical how to book on managing archival collections designed for those who have
responsibility for such collections but lack formal archival training the book begins
by defining historic records archival collections and the differences between archives
libraries and museums while identifying the steps needed to manage archival collections
it then looks at collecting archival items including creating a collections policy
documenting the acquisition of archival items and the steps needed to bring those items
into an archives it discusses arranging preserving and describing archival collections
so researchers can find the information they seek next it goes over what is needed to
store protect and make archival collections available to researchers the last chapters
contemplates the policies skills and infrastructure needed to successfully manage
digital records and looks at creating digital copies of analog records to promote their
use the book provides templates questionnaires and examples to enable the reader to
create customized archival policies and procedures that accommodate the particular
circumstances they find themselves in the book also contains exercises and quizzes
designed to reinforce the retention and understanding of critical concepts in addition
to examples it has lists of additional resources so those who want more detailed



information on particular topics can find it this book is not the only reference book
needed by those doing archival work but it should be the first book they need
Archival Basics 2019-05-08 the middle ages was a critical and formative time for
western approaches to our natural surroundings an environmental history of the middle
ages is a unique and unprecedented cultural survey of attitudes towards the environment
during this period exploring the entire medieval period from 500 to 1500 and ranging
across the whole of europe from england and spain to the baltic and eastern europe john
aberth focuses his study on three key areas the natural elements of air water and earth
the forest and wild and domestic animals through this multi faceted lens an
environmental history of the middle ages sheds fascinating new light on the medieval
environmental mindset it will be essential reading for students scholars and all those
interested in the middle ages
An Environmental History of the Middle Ages 2013 containing entries for more than 45
000 english scottish welsh irish cornish and immigrant surnames the oxford dictionary
of family names in britain and ireland is the ultimate reference work on family names
of the uk the dictionary includes every surname that currently has more than 100
bearers each entry contains lists of variant spellings of the name an explanation of
its origins including the etymology lists of early bearers showing evidence for
formation and continuity from the date of formation down to the 19th century
geographical distribution and where relevant genealogical and bibliographical notes
making this a fully comprehensive work on family names this authoritative guide also
includes an introductory essay explaining the historical background formation and
typology of surnames and a guide to surnames research and family history research
additional material also includes a list of published and unpublished lists of surnames
from the middle ages to the present day
Preliminary Inventory of the Records of the Provisional Government of Cuba (Record
Group 199) 1941 the systematic management of records is an important activity for
information businesses such as museums and galleries but is not always recognized as a
core function record keeping activities are often concentrated on small groups of
records and staff charged with managing them may have limited experience in the field
records management for museums and galleries offers a comprehensive overview of records
management work within the heritage sector and draws on over a decade of experience in
applying fundamental principles and practices to the specific circumstances of museums
it introduces readers to the institutional culture functions and records common to
museums and examines the legislative and regulatory environments affecting record
keeping practices the book is comprised of eight chapters including a history of
records keeping in the uk museum and gallery sector the basics of records management
making a business case for records management requirements of legislation for records
management how to conduct a records survey strategy and action planning how to develop
a file plan retention schedule and records management programme and a guide to useful
additional resources gives practical and tested solutions to real world issues fills a
gap in the literature as a handbook in this important sector provides an overview of
the sector as a whole
The Oxford Dictionary of Family Names in Britain and Ireland 2016-11-17 for most
windows vista users media center is unknown territory unleashing microsoft windows
vista media center shows both newbies and experienced media center users how to use
media center to experience music photos videos movies tv shows and games in a whole new
way windows vista media center takes full advantage of the latest multimedia features
widescreen displays hdtv and media center extenders mark edward soper shows you how to
use these and other new and improved features to make the most of your windows vista
multimedia experience you won t find a single book that devotes this much attention to
media center unlock your pc s hidden multimedia talents and turn your office living
room and whole home into a multimedia paradise that will leave your friends drooling
unleashing microsoft windows vista media center is your indispensable guide to vista
media center here s a sample of what you ll find inside complete coverage of every
feature of windows vista media center learn how to import video photos and music to
enhance your entertainment experience discover better tv viewing and recording with new
support for hdtv signals share the fun of windows vista media center with media center
extenders create customized cds and dvds of your favorite videos tv shows audios and
photos feature checklists help you design the perfect media center pc or upgrade your
pc for media center use your media center pc with microsoft windows home server
troubleshoot common problems with media center tips and tricks to help you get the most
out of media center introduction 1 part i getting started with windows vista media
center chapter 1 introducing windows vista media center 9 chapter 2 equipping your pc
for media center 19 chapter 3 setting up windows media center 53 part ii enjoying media
with windows media center chapter 4 viewing and recording live tv 85 chapter 5 watching
and recording movies 137 chapter 6 importing and playing audio 165 chapter 7 importing
and viewing photos 189 part iii beyond the basics of windows media center chapter 8
enjoying sports with windows media center 223 chapter 9 playing games and enjoying



online resources 251 chapter 10 creating cds and dvds 289 part iv adding windows vista
media center to your home network chapter 11 adding and using media center extenders
315 chapter 12 connecting with windows home server and other pcs 337 part v enhancing
windows vista media center chapter 13 using windows media player with windows media
center 375 chapter 14 creating photo and video content for media center 393 chapter 15
extending media center with third party apps 435 chapter 16 troubleshooting media
center 469 part vi appendices appendix a using windows anytime upgrade to get wmc
features and more 499 appendix b moving from windows xp media center editions to
windows vista media center 503 index 509
Records Disposition Schedule 1996 when black women were brought from africa to the new
world as slave laborers their value was determined by their ability to work as well as
their potential to bear children who by law would become the enslaved property of the
mother s master in laboring women reproduction and gender in new world slavery jennifer
l morgan examines for the first time how african women s labor in both senses became
intertwined in the english colonies beginning with the ideological foundations of
racial slavery in early modern europe laboring women traverses the atlantic exploring
the social and cultural lives of women in west africa slaveowners expectations for
reproductive labor and women s lives as workers and mothers under colonial slavery
challenging conventional wisdom morgan reveals how expectations regarding gender and
reproduction were central to racial ideologies the organization of slave labor and the
nature of slave community and resistance taking into consideration the heritage of
africans prior to enslavement and the cultural logic of values and practices recreated
under the duress of slavery she examines how women s gender identity was defined by
their shared experiences as agricultural laborers and mothers and shows how given these
distinctions their situation differed considerably from that of enslaved men telling
her story through the arc of african women s actual lives from west africa to the
experience of the middle passage to life on the plantations she offers a thoughtful
look at the ways women s reproductive experience shaped their roles in communities and
helped them resist some of the more egregious effects of slave life presenting a highly
original theoretically grounded view of reproduction and labor as the twin pillars of
female exploitation in slavery laboring women is a distinctive contribution to the
literature of slavery and the history of women
Records Management for Museums and Galleries 2012-04-27 the twentieth century saw two
world wars and many other conflicts characterised by technological change and severity
of casualties medicine has adapted quickly to deal with such challenges and new medical
innovations in the military field have had advantages in civil medicine there has thus
been interplay between war and medicine that has not only been confined to the armed
forces and military medicine but which has impacted on health and medicine for us all
these themes will be examined from the boer war to the dawn of a new century and a war
against terror the experiences of individuals as doctors nurses and patients are
highlighted with personal sometimes graphic first hand accounts bringing home the
realities of medical treatment in wartime
Preliminary Inventory of the War Department Collection of Revolutionary War Records
1962 fascinating documentation of one of the most important film societies in american
history
Unleashing Microsoft Windows Vista Media Center 2008-10-23 in his latest handbook on
the records of the major christian religions stuart raymond focuses on the church of
england he identifies the available sources comments on their strengths and weaknesses
and explains how to make the best use of them the history of the church of england is
covered from the reformation in the mid sixteenth century until the present day anyone
who has a family connection with the church of england or a special interest in the
local history of the church will find his book to be a mine of practical information
and an essential aid for their research a sequence of short accessible chapters gives
an insight into the relevant records and demonstrates how much fascinating genealogical
information can be gleaned from them after providing a brief history of the church of
england and a description of its organization stuart raymond explores the wide range of
records that researchers can consult among them are parish registers bishops
transcripts marriage licenses churchwardens accounts vestry minutes church magazines
tithe records and the records of the ecclesiastical courts and anglican charities and
missions a wealth of research material is available and this book is the perfect
introduction to it
Laboring Women 2011-09-12 this book analyses the process of reshaping liberated
societies in post 1945 europe post war societies tried to solve three main questions
immediately after the dark times of occupation who could be considered a patriot and a
valuable member of the respective national community how could relations between men
and women be re established how could the respective society strengthen national
cohesion violence in rather different forms appeared to be a powerful tool for such a
complex reshaping of societies the chapters are based on present primary research about
specific cases and consider the different political mental and cultural developments in



various nation states between 1944 and 1948 examples from italy france norway denmark
greece ukraine lithuania belarus czechoslovakia and hungary demonstrate a new
comparative and fascinating picture of post war europe this perspective overcomes the
notorious east west dividing line without covering the manifold differences between
individual european countries
Records of the United States Marine Corps 1970 this book reassesses the relationship
between edward i and his earls and the role of english nobility in thirteenth century
governance
Fighting Fit 2008-09-01 warfare in the modern era has often been described in terms of
national armies fighting national wars this volume challenges the view by examining
transnational aspects of military mobilization from the eighteenth century to the
present truly global in scope it offers an alternative way of reading the military
history of the last 250 years
Record Series 1885 in the years following world war ii many multi national energy firms
bolstered by outdated u s federal laws turned their attention to the abundant resources
buried beneath native american reservations by the 1970s however a coalition of native
americans in the northern plains had successfully blocked the efforts of powerful
energy corporations to develop coal reserves on sovereign indian land this challenge to
corporate and federal authorities initiated by the crow and northern cheyenne nations
changed the laws of the land to expand native american sovereignty while simultaneously
reshaping native identities and indian country itself james allison makes an important
contribution to ethnic environmental and energy studies with this unique exploration of
the influence of america s indigenous peoples on energy policy and development allison
s fascinating history documents how certain federally supported often environmentally
damaging energy projects were perceived by american indians as potentially disruptive
to indigenous lifeways these perceived threats sparked a pan tribal resistance movement
that ultimately increased native american autonomy over reservation lands and enabled
an unprecedented boom in tribal entrepreneurship at the same time the author
demonstrates how this movement generated great controversy within native american
communities inspiring intense debates over culturally authentic forms of indigenous
governance and the proper management of tribal lands
Art in Cinema 2006 despite the recent renaissance in studies of the reign of richard
iii most historians have remained focussed on conventional themes
Tracing Your Church of England Ancestors 2017-08-30 this is the first book to examine
how corporations contributed to integrating racial minorities into the american
workplace in the latter half of the twentieth century
Preliminary Inventory 1962 in the space of about thirty years from 1964 to 1994
american corporations abandoned racially exclusionary employment policies and embraced
some form of affirmative action to diversify their workforces it was an extraordinary
transformation which most historians attribute to civil rights activists federal
legislation and labor unions this is the first book to examine the role of corporations
in that transformation whereas others emphasize corporate obstruction this book argues
that there were corporate executives and managers who promoted fair employment and
equal employment opportunity long before the federal government required it and who
thereby helped prepare the corporate world for racial integration the book examines the
pioneering corporations that experimented with integration in the 1940s and 1950s as
well as corporate responses to the civil rights movement and urban crisis in the 1960s
and 1970s and the widespread adoption of affirmative action in the 1980s and 1990s
Collective Identities and Post-War Violence in Europe, 1944–48 2021-11-27 arms control
remains a major international issue as the twentieth century closes but it is hardly a
new concern the effort to limit military power has enjoyed recurring support since
shortly after world war i when the united states britain and japan sought naval arms
control as a means to insure stability in the far east contain naval expenditure and
prevent another world cataclysm richard fanning examines the efforts of american
british and japanese leaders political military and social to reach agreement on naval
limitation between 1922 and the mid 1930s with focus on the years 1927 30 when
political leaders statesmen naval officers and various civilian pressure groups were
especially active in considering naval limits the civilian and even some military
actors believed the great war had been an aberration and that international stability
would reign in the near future but the coming of the great depression brought a
dramatic drop in concern for disarmament this study based on a wide variety of
unpublished sources compares the cultural underpinnings of the disarmament movement in
the three countries especially the effects of public opinion through examination of the
many peace groups that played an important role in the disarmament process the decision
to strive for arms control he finds usually resulted from peace group pressure and
political expediency for anyone interested in naval history this book illuminates the
beginnings of the arms limitation effort and the growth of the peace movement
Nobility and Kingship in Medieval England 2014 first published in 1998 this valuable
reference work offers concise expert answers to questions on all aspects of life and



culture in medieval england including art architecture law literature kings women music
commerce technology warfare and religion this wide ranging text encompasses english
social cultural and political life from the anglo saxon invasions in the fifth century
to the turn of the sixteenth century as well as its ties to the celtic world of wales
scotland and ireland the french and anglo norman world of the continent and the viking
and scandinavian world of the north sea a range of topics are discussed from sedulius
to skelton from wulfstan of york to reginald pecock from pictish art to gothic
sculpture and from the vikings to the black death a subject and name index makes it
easy to locate information and bibliographies direct users to essential primary and
secondary sources as well as key scholarship with more than 700 entries by over 300
international scholars this work provides a detailed portrait of the english middle
ages and will be of great value to students and scholars studying medieval history in
england and europe as well as non specialist readers
Transnational Soldiers 2012-11-28 can one individual influence the course of history in
the example of churchill and the middle east during post world war i the answer is an
irrefutable yes winston s churchill first as secretary for war and air and then as
colonial secretary both formulated and enacted the british imperial mandate policy for
iraq and palestine thereby laying the groundwork for issues that are still relevant
today including conflicts in israel internal political upheavals in iraq the
complicated historical intricacies of the postwar period combined with a variety of
personal and political confrontations are at the core of churchill s decisions and
finally his parliamentary successes while most books on churchill attempt to cover the
course of his political and personal career this volume exclusively focuses on the
middle east during the formative years of 1919 1922 and explores the foundations of
some of the middle east s most problematic issues today
Catalog of Copyright Entries 1977 this book challenges the notion that economic crises
are modern phenomena through its exploration of the tumultuous credit crunch of the
later middle ages it illustrates clearly how influences such as the black death inter
european warfare climate change and a bullion famine occasioned severe and prolonged
economic decline across fifteenth century england early chapters discuss trends in
lending and borrowing and the use of credit to fund domestic trade through detailed
analysis of the statute staple and rich primary sources the author then adopts a broad
based geographic lens to examine provincial credit before focusing on london s
development as the commercial powerhouse in late medieval business academics and
students of modern economic change and historic financial revolutions alike will see
that the years from 1353 to 1532 encompassed immense upheaval and change reminiscent of
modern recessions the author carefully guides the reader to see that these shifts are
the precursors of economic change in the early modern period laying the foundations for
the financial world as we know it today
Rockin' Records Buyers-Sellers Reference Book and Price Guide 2010 Edition 2010 the two
volumes of englishes around the world present high quality original research papers
written in honour of manfred görlach founder and editor of the journal english world
wide and the book series varieties of english around the world the papers thematically
focus on the field that manfred görlach has helped to build and shape volume 1 contains
articles on general topics and studies of what might be termed old englishes varieties
of english that have been rooted in their respective regions for a long time and have
been traditional focal points of scholarly study the first section contains eight
general and comparative papers dealing with terminological matters or definitions of
core concepts historical issues structural comparisons across a wide range of varieties
the second one has nine papers on dialects of english as used in the british isles
covering england scotland ulster and ireland and finally there are four contributions
on north american varieties of english including southern english african american
vernacular english newfoundland vernacular english and american english in a historical
perspective the thematic scope comprises the levels of lexis phonology morphology
syntax pragmatics and orthography as well as sociohistorical issues the question of the
evolution and transmission of dialects various sources of evidence including literary
dialect
Sovereignty for Survival 2015-10-20 the two volumes of englishes around the world
present high quality original research papers written in honour of manfred görlach
founder and editor of the journal english world wide and the book series varieties of
english around the world the papers thematically focus on the field that manfred
görlach has helped to build and shape volume 1 contains articles on general topics and
studies of what might be termed old englishes varieties of english that have been
rooted in their respective regions for a long time and have been traditional focal
points of scholarly study the first section contains eight general and comparative
papers dealing with terminological matters or definitions of core concepts historical
issues structural comparisons across a wide range of varieties the second one has nine
papers on dialects of english as used in the british isles covering england scotland
ulster and ireland and finally there are four contributions on north american varieties



of english including southern english african american vernacular english newfoundland
vernacular english and american english in a historical perspective the thematic scope
comprises the levels of lexis phonology morphology syntax pragmatics and orthography as
well as sociohistorical issues the question of the evolution and transmission of
dialects various sources of evidence including literary dialect
Richard III 1991-03-14 the identification of recorded information with continuing value
that documents corporate and cultural memory is one of the archivist s primary tasks
and he she accomplishes this mission in part through the process of appraisal but does
traditional archival appraisal based on the concepts of primary and evidential values
effectively serve the needs of institutional archivists and records managers in an age
of scarcity and the challenge of electronic records can archivists and records managers
continue to rely upon a methodology essentially unchanged since the early 1950s using
functional analysis in archival appraisal a practical and effective alternative to
traditional appraisal methodologies shows how archivists in other countries are already
using functional analysis which offers a better more effective and imminently more
practical alternative to traditional appraisal methodologies that rely upon an analysis
of the records themselves from this book information professionals will learn what
functional analysis is and how it is already used around the world its useful
application for a variety of record types and media including print non textual
electronic and born digital records how functional analysis provides an alternative to
a hierarchical arrangement scheme based upon record groups sub groups and series that
mimics the structure of an institution or organization a recommended process for the
practical and effective implementation of functional analysis
Racial Integration in Corporate America, 1940-1990 2009-11-13 now republished with
minor corrections this volume provides the first comprehensive collection of charters
letters and other documents issued by native rulers of wales from the early twelfth
century to the edwardian conquest of 1282 3 that extinguished independent rule
Racial Integration in Corporate America, 1940–1990 2009-09-21 examines the native
american experience during the american revolution
Peace And Disarmament 2014-10-17 deer have been central to human cultures throughout
time and space whether as staples to hunter gatherers icons of empire or the focus of
sport their social and economic importance has seen some species transported across
continents transforming landscape as they went with the establishment of menageries and
park the fortunes of other species have been less auspicious some becoming extirpated
or being in threat of extinction due to pressures of over hunting and or human
instigated environmental change in spite of their diverse deep rooted and long standing
relations with human societies no multi disciplinary volume of research on cervids has
until now been produced this volume draws together research on deer from wide ranging
disciplines and in so doing substantially advances our broader understanding of human
deer relationships in the past and the present themes include species dispersal
exploitation patterns symbolic significance material culture and art effects on the
landscape and management the temporal span of research ranges from the pleistocene to
the modern day and covers europe north america and asia papers derived from
international conferences held at the university of lincoln and in paris
Routledge Revivals: Medieval England (1998) 2017-07-05
Winston S. Churchill and the Shaping of the Middle East, 1919-1922 2021-03-02
Credit and Trade in Later Medieval England, 1353-1532 2016-06-21
Englishes around the World 1997-06-26
Englishes Around the World: General studies, British Isles, North America 1997-01-01
Anne Spencer Between Worlds 2023-02-15
Using Functional Analysis in Archival Appraisal 2014-07-02
The Acts of Welsh Rulers, 1120-1283 2010-10-15
The American Revolution in Indian Country 1995-04-28
Deer and People 2014-09-30
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